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Abstract:
Speech-to-Multilingual text has a wide variety of applications like healthcare, improved
customer service, qualitative research, journalism. Professionals in various areas need highquality transcripts to perform their work-related activities. The technology behind the voice
recognition advances at a fast pace, making it quicker, cheaper and more convenient than manual
transcription. As part of digital accessibility, new Podcasts, videos and audio recordings need to
be supplied with captions or transcripts to be accessible by people with hearing disabilities. It is
highly desired that these captions or transcripts are made available in Multiple Languages for the
benefit of the readers. As most of the work is focused on speech conversion to monolingual text,
Speech Conversion to Multilingual text has a lot of scope in present scenario. The main objective
of this research is to design a Speech to Multilingual Text Conversion System. The system
extracts, characterizes the speech related information & then textually portrays it in a lingo
selected by the user.
Keywords: Automatic speech recognition, Machine Learning, Google translator, chunks,
multiple languages.
I)

INTRODUCTION

Right from the beginning of previous
century, researchers have shown interest in
areas like Automatic Speech Recognition,
Image Processing and Natural Language
Processing. The area of Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) has received attention
over the past five decades due to its
application in both commercial and military.
In the recent times this can be attributed to

the advancements in Artificial Intelligence
and Advanced Algorithms. ASR takes
speech as input and converts it in to text.
ASR is employed in Electronic dictionaries,
Customer Call Centres, Voice Dictation and
Query based Information Systems, Speech
Transcription, Avionics, Smart Houses and
Access Systems and many more areas. ASR
can also be used to interact with
handicapped people. ASR enables human
beings interact with computers using speech
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rather than using keyboards & mouse
(Vimalaand Radha V., 2012). ASR aims to
provide natural machine interface where in
speech acts input to the machine.
Generally, ASR is based on two tasks viz.
Identification of Phoneme and Whole-Word
Decoding. A relationship between speech
signal and speech segment that has
dissimilar physical or perceptual features
usually termed as phones is established in
two steps. The first step deals with
dimensionality reduction and second step
deals with the estimation of likelihood of
each phoneme. In the dimensionality
reduction phase the volume of the speech
signal is decreased by extracting the relevant
information using task-specific knowledge.
In the next phase, the system recognizes the
word sequence using a discriminative
program. Traditionally ASR systems
preferred the Mel frequency Cepstral
coefficients (MFCC) for the first phase and
Discriminative techniques for the second
phase. Over the years ASR systems have
evolved from being an integration of
multiple trained components to “end-to-end”
Deep neural architectures that link speech to
text directly.
II) LITERATURE SURVEY
Kuldip K. Paliwal and et al in the year 2004
had examined that without being influenced
by their fame for front end boundary in
speech recognition, the cepstral coefficients
which had been gotten from linear
prediction analysis is touchy to commotion.
Here, the utilization of phantom subband

centroids had been talked about by them for
vigorous speech recognition. They examined
that exhibition of recognition can be
accomplished if the centroid sare chose
appropriately as in correlation with MFCC.
to build a powerful centroid highlight vector
a strategy had been proposed which
basically incorporates the data of temporary
phantom information(Jingdong Chen, 2004).
Esfandier Zavarehei and et al in the year
2005, examined that a period recurrence
assessor for upgrade of uproarious speech
signal in DFT area is presented. It depends
on low request auto backward cycle which is
utilized for demonstrating. The timediffering direction of DFT segment in
speech which has been framed in
Kalmanfilterstate condition. For restarting
Kalman channel, a technique has been
framed to make adjustment on the onsets of
speech. The exhibition of this strategy was
contrasted and parametric ghostly deduction
and MMS Estimator for the addition of loud
speech. The resultant of the proposed
technique is that leftover commotion is
decreased and nature of speech in further
developed utilizing Kalman channels
(Hakan Erdogan, 2005).
Ibrahim Patel and et al in the year 2010, had
examined that recurrence ghastly data with
recurrence is utilized to present as a
methodology in the recognition of speech
for development of speech, in view of
recognition approach which is addressed in
HMM. This methodology of Mel recurrence
uses the recurrence perception in speech
inside a given goal bringing about the
covering of goal highlight which brings
about the constraint of recognition. In
speech recognition framework which
depends on HMM, goal disintegration is
utilized with a planning approach in an
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isolating recurrence. The consequence of the
investigation is that there is an improvement
in quality measurements of speech
recognition concerning the computational
time and learning precision in speech
recognition framework (Ibrahim Patel,
2010).
Kavita Sharma and PrateekHakar in the year
2012 have addressed recognition of speech
in a more extensive arrangements. It alludes
to the innovation that will perceive the
speech without being designated at single
speaker. Fluctuation in speech design, in
speech recognition is the primary issue.
Speaker attributes which incorporate
emphasize, commotion and co-explanation
are the most difficult sources in the variety
of speech. In speech recognition framework,
the capacity of basilar film is replicated in
the front-finish of the channel bank. To get
better recognition results it is accepted that
the band development is nearer to the human
discernment.
In
speech
recognition
framework the channel which is built for
speech recognition is assessed of commotion
and clean speech (Kavita Sharma, 2012).
III) PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this paper implementation the Audio data
set is collected from the kaggle repository
and the audio file are used for training the
model. Adaboost algorithm is used in this
project. Then the audio file, which we want,
is fed to the model then the audio file will be
translated to English text. Then after using
the google translator, the text will be
converted in to any other recognized
language. In this the audio files are the input

and text is the output. The whole system is
depicted as a DFD- Level 0 in figure 1.
In this implementation the data plays a
major role. The data is collected from the
public repository. The dataset consists of
mono alphanumeric sounds which are used
for the training of the model.

Figure 1 SRS DFD Level-0
In this paper used a workflow model to
develop the proposed model. This model
offers a robust solution for the problem of
building software models from initiation to
completion. The work flow model is a
pipeline of various phases that are to be
executed for developing a software project.
This model design contains five phases
namely, data Collection, data preprocessing, feature extraction, training the
model and prediction. The workflow model
is depicted in figure 2.

Figure 2 Work Flow Process diagram
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Data assortment stage is an underlying and
essential stage in any ML project
development. The volume and pertinence of
preparing data assumes a significant part in
precision of any ML model. Data assortment
measure begins with looking of an archive
which comprises of spotless and legitimate
data. The data which is downloaded may
have commotion or quiet sound. The
commotion and quiet sound should be
eliminated.

In this phase of the work process, the model
(classifier) is prepared with the pre-handled
dataset gathered. A managed preparing
approach is followed utilizing some precharacterized strategies for the Python
systems are utilized. For the work exhibited
in this postulation, the pre-handled data set
is jumped into two sections to be specific;
preparing dataset and other one is trying
dataset. The preparation and testing dataset
sizes are taken as 75% and 25% separately.

The second stage in the work process is data
pre-preparing. The downloaded AN4 dataset
may not be wonderful which will adversely
affect the presentation of the classifier.
Subsequently it is prescribed to change the
data so the machine can peruse and handle
the data with no issues. At first data is
stacked in to a data outline and broke down
for any holes. After holes are recognized
filling them is the subsequent stage. The
data present in the data set is refined
utilizing different pre-preparing procedures.

IV) RESULT:

A spectrogram is a visual way of
representing the signal strength, or
“loudness”, of a signal over time at various
frequencies present in a particular
waveform. Not only can one see whether
there is more or less energy at, for example,
2 Hz vs 10 Hz, but one can also see how
energy levels vary over time.

Highlight extraction basically manages
mining best highlights which will assume
significant part in ordering the data.
Customarily in this stage, an element choice
calculation is utilized to remove powerful
and smaller highlights from the dataset. The
yield of the component extraction stage is an
element vector that depicts the different
characteristics of the data set.
Figure 3. Spectrogram Analysis of Audio
Files
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The main point to understand about speech
is that the sounds generated by a human are
filtered by the shape of the vocal tract
including tongue, teeth etc. This shape
determines what sound comes out. If we can
determine the shape accurately, this should
give us an accurate representation of the
phoneme being produced. The shape of the
vocal tract manifests itself in the envelope of
the short time power spectrum, and the job
of MFCCs is to accurately represent this
envelope. In this paper MFCC analysis is
carried out and the results are projected in
the Figure 4.

This project is mainly concentrated in
converting the English audio files to other
recognized languages. This project can be
extended to convert any audio file to any
text. This project can be implemented using
other techniques like deep learning and
Multilayer perceptrons etc.
One more important extension for this
project is instead of audio to text conversion,
this con be extended for converting video
file to text file.
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